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 Android 10 and its latest features. Find out what's new with Android 10 and how it can make your life better. Learn about the
new features added to Android 10 - such as a system-wide dark theme, smart text selection, Google Assistant actions and more.
Havoc OS 3.1 Android 10 is a Customized ROM based on Android 9 Pie. Users can Enjoy their device and never worry about
any data loss.The latest leaked version of Havoc OS 3.1 for Tecno Spark 2 KA7 comes with a lot of new and amazing features

including but not limited to: -Redesigned UI with a transparent navigation bar with icons, the main screen and the bottom
navigation bar look brighter than before. -Google Assistant now works as the default Search function with a dedicated icon on
the main screen. -New Dialer with a transparent background. -Locker with a simple and clean design, a redesigned Swipe page,
a navigation bar with a search function. -New Multitasking with an improved floating and dragging gesture. -New icons in the

system menu, stock icons in the app drawer, contacts in an improved format. -New Weather app with a simple and clean design
and new icons. -New Daily Planner with a simple and clean design. -New Charts in the Google Play Store, new data format.

-New Settings, new notification of the day and more. -New Music Player with improved Play Music and the Google Play Music
logo. -New Dialer with a transparent background and a modern design. -New Launcher with a transparent background. -New

Files Explorer with a simple and clean design. -New SMS app with a transparent background and a new icon. -New Photos app
with a transparent background, new icons and a smooth navigation. -New Music player with a transparent background and a new
icon. -New YouTube app with a transparent background, new icons and a smooth navigation. -New Card Browser with a simple

and clean design. -New Stock Browser with a simple and clean design. -New Document Manager with a simple and clean
design. -New Calculator with a transparent background. -New Voice Recorder with a transparent background. -New Calendar
with a transparent background. -New Contacts with a transparent background. -New Profile with a transparent background.

-New Clock with a transparent background. -New Calendar with a transparent background. -New Camera app with a transparent
background. -New Gallery with a transparent background. -New Sounds with a transparent background. -New S Voice with a

transparent 82157476af
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